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The what and why of Citation Topics
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Classification 
schema
Understanding the 
composition of the content 
we hold in the Web of 
Science is a key 
requirement for our users.

There are several 
methodologies – for 
instance, our WoS subject 
categories are editorially 
defined and journals are 
categorized by editors 
using available data and 
their expertise.

Editorial classification
• Domain expertise and data used to allocate content based 

on content and scope to established categories.
• Requires subject expertise and human effort, becomes out-

of-date without curation.

Classification based on content
• Extracted algorithmically from title, abstract or full text –

clusters based on relationships between shared terms.
• Can be aligned to a controlled vocabulary using machine 

learning techniques and a model constructed.
• High computational effort, precise and recall variable, 

requires subject expertise to train any model.

Classification based on citations
• Citation relationships are a natural component of scholarly 

literature.
• Subject-agnostic, it considers only the actual relationship as 

defined by citations.
• Medium, but significant, computational effort.

Terms from 
title, abstract 

(or full text)
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Why Citation 
Topics?
Citation Topics give us an 
new, granular way to 
explore, benchmark and 
analyze Web of Science 
content in InCites B&A.

The core Citation Topics 
algorithm was developed 
by CWTS (Leiden) under 
the stewardship of ISI.

Existing schema
• publication (source)-based.
• lack granularity.
• lack dynamism – do not 

respond quick to change.
• usually a flat, single-level.

Citation Topics
• document-based.
• granular (10 macro, 326 meso 

and 2444 micro topics).
• yearly update.
• offers a three-level hierarchy.

Using Citation Topics in InCites B&A
• available in all InCites entities.
• full set of indicators including normalized citation impact.
• All standard visualizations – plus new Citation Topics visuals.
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Creating 
citation clusters
The underpinning CWTS 
algorithm looks at the cited 
and citing relationships 
between documents.

Parameters define how 
clusters form based on the 
‘strength’ of citation 
relationships between 
documents.

Cited and citing references

Identifying citation relationships between documents

Clustering documents based on those relationships

Citations to 
documents published 
pre-1980 are 
considered

All Core 
Collection 
documents  
1980–present
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From clusters to 
topics
Clusters are coherent 
groups of documents with 
a citation relationship but 
these may not be useful 
topics.

Clusters need to be a 
useful size and need to be 
clearly defined. The 
algorithm refines citation 
clusters into meaningful 
micro Citation Topics.

Micro
Parameters are adjusted 
to give 2444 topics

Small clusters are iteratively combined 
until a minimum clustering size threshold 

is achieved

Clustering is 
reinforced by 

shared parentage

Meso
Micro topics are clustered 
into 326 meso topics

Macro
Meso topics are clustered 
into 10 macro topics

To avoid topics that fall between two 
parent topics, an ‘enforcement’ 

parameter aligns a topic with a single 
parent.
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What do we 
miss?
Not all documents are have 
cited reference or are cited 
by other documents.

The algorithm has rules to 
help minimise the number 
of unclustered documents.

However, documents are 
only added to a topic if 
they can be done so with 
confidence. Some 
documents will remain 
unassigned to a topic.

Unclustered journal documents
Where possible, these are assigned to the most 
frequent micro-cluster for the journal in the 
document’s publication year.

Unclustered book or chapter
Where possible, these are assigned to the most 
frequent micro-cluster of its chapters.

Or the most frequent micro-cluster of other 
books in a series; or the remaining chapters of 
the book itself.

Confidence threshold
To ensure that assignments are made with confidence, thresholds must be met before 
unclustered documents are assigned to an existing micro-cluster.

Therefore, not all documents will be assigned to a cluster. This is expected behaviour, we only 
want to assign documents to a topic if they genuinely should be part of that topic.
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Clustering rate
For the full period (1980 
onwards), approximately 
three-quarters of 
documents are assigned to 
a topic.

Focusing on heavily cited 
document types such as 
articles and reviews, ~95% 
are included in a Citation 
Topic.

1980– 5-year

All document types

Articles

Reviews
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The Citation 
Topics structure
Working with CWTS and ISI 
we tested the algorithm 
and adjusted the 
parameters as necessary to 
meet the our initial 
requirements for 10
macro, 326 meso, and 
2444 micro topics.

Micro topics
2444 micro Citation Topics

Macro topics
10 macro Citation Topics

1 Clinical & Life Sciences (38.3% of all documents)
2 Chemistry (12.5%)
3 Agriculture, Environment & Ecology (10%)
4 Electrical Engineering, Electronics & Computer Science (9%)
5 Physics (8.6%)
6 Social Sciences (8.5%)
7 Engineering & Materials Science (5.3%)
8 Earth Sciences (3.4%)
9 Mathematics (2.5%)
10 Arts & Humanities (2%)

Meso 
topics
326 meso 
Citation Topics

1 Clinical & Life Sciences (132 meso topics)
2 Chemistry (37)
3 Agriculture, Environment & Ecology (24)
4 Electrical Engineering, Electronics & Computer Science (26)
5 Physics (27)
6 Social Sciences (28)
7 Engineering & Materials Science (20)
8 Earth Sciences (12)
9 Mathematics (8)
10 Arts & Humanities (12)
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What’s in a 
name?
The algorithm only 
considers the citation 
relationships between 
documents – it knows 
nothing about the subject 
of those papers or the 
scope of the topics it 
constructs.

Citation Topics have been 
given labels and a stable 
prefix. The stable prefix 
ensures that even if update 
the labels, the topic will 
remain identifiable.

2 Chemistry
2 is the macro topic ID for parent topic chemistry.
Macro topics were labelled by our ISI team.

2.144 Organic Semiconductors
144 is the meso topic ID for organic semiconductors, a child of the 
chemistry macro topic.
Meso topics were labelled by our ISI team.

2.144.321 OLEDs
321 is the micro topic ID for OLEDs, a child of organic 
semiconductors in the parent chemistry macro topic.
Micro topics were labelled algorithmically.
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Micro topic 
naming
Given the number (2444) 
of micro topics and their 
diversity, we used a second 
algorithm to label them.

This applies the most 
significant author keyword 
as a label for the topic. 
Significance is informed 
both by frequency and co-
occurrence.

Keyword terms are cleaned 
up to adjust for variants 
and spelling.

2.144.321 OLEDs
321 is the micro topic ID for OLEDs, a child of organic 
semiconductors in the parent chemistry macro topic.
Micro topics were labelled algorithmically.

In this example, OLEDs was the most significant keyword in the 321 
micro topic. This is effectively a label. This does not mean that:

• every document in the topic will feature the keyword OLEDs
• That all items in the topic will be about OLEDs

It does mean that the most significant subject in the topic will 
concern OLEDs.

In topics where author keywords are less common, labelling will be 
correspondingly less precise.
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Keeping 
Citation Topics 
topical

Initial clustering
The clustering algorithm is run across all WoS content from the 1980– and 
the output evaluated and parameters adjusted.

Final Citation Topics are labelled and introduced to data and product.

Yearly updates
In each calendar year, we will re-run the clustering algorithm. This will not 
change the existing topic structure.

New micro topics may be created. Documents may move between micro 
topics and in some cases to a micro topic with a different meso parent.

Newly published 
documents need to be 
added with each InCites 
data release.

One of the key features of 
Citation Topics is that they 
can evolve to reflect 
change in the underlying 
literature.

Long term maintenance
In each yearly update we create both ‘public’ and ‘private’ clusters. The public version ensures a 
balance between stability and dynamism. The private version ensures we track baseline drift – if 
this becomes considerable over time, we may opt for a more substantial update.

Monthly updates
New documents added to existing Citation Topics in each InCites B&A data 
release. Allocation to topics uses cited references only (the impact of citing 
documents will be minimal in the initial year after publication).
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